
Sydspissen - Telegrafbukta

The shore route around the southern tip of Tromsøya island
provides beautiful views over the sound and Malangen and
Kvaløya mountains. Along the way are remnants of a prison
camp from World War II. Telegrafbukta Bay is the city's
most visited outdoor recreation area with space for 
barbecues, play, exercise and swimming. At Kvitnesgården
and Mortengården are old buildings originally from
elsewhere in Troms. In Folkeparken you can cross the road
to lush forest with many paths. Have a good trip!

Sydspissen, Telegrafbukta and Folkeparken - 4,5 km

Easy

Trail grading colours show
difficulty levels. Black icon on
white background is ungraded.Medium Challenging Expert

All photos: Henrik Romsaas
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At Lanes, Telegrafbukta Bay and
Tromsø Museum

To Sydspissen: Bus 33 from the Centre
or 34 from Giæverbukta

From the HC-spot in Lanesbukta to 
Telegrafbukta there is a path suited 
for wheelchairs

Distance (Km)

OUTING CARD



Start from the bus stop or the parking at Lanes. The path
hugs the shore of the southern tip of the Telegrafbukta bay
with benches and tables along the way. In Telegrafbukta Bay
are barbecue areas and many rest places. It is also possible
to get to Telegrafbukta Bay to Kvitnesgården by path via the
parking lot in Telegrafbukta Bay. Folkeparken offers narrow
and wide trails. It is possible to return via the lit path rather
than the path in to the upper part of Folkeparken. Return
via Telegrafbukta Bay. In the summer on Sundays there is a
small café in Kvitnesgården and the Tromsø Museum café is
open year round.

Trail description

Sydspissen -Telegrafbukta

Legend

Nearby Outings Contact information

Prestvannet lake 1,4 km

Tromsø muesum-Prestvannet lake: 3 km

Rundvannet-Langvannet 1-3 km

Tromsø Municipality 
Park and Road
Telephone:  +47 77 79 00 00
postmottak@tromso.kommune.no
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